Are Legal Departments Sufficiently Ready for Digital Transformation?
Are Legal Teams
Prepared for Rapid
Tech Adoption?

Are Legal Teams
Harnessing Innovative
Technologies?

Are GCs Ready to
Become Trusted
Business Advisors?

29%

56%

81%

Despite only 29% of respondents
disagreeing with the statement
that “Our Legal department takes
a conservative approach to new
technology adoption,” this
conservatism does not stand in
the way of Legal exploring new
technologies now or in the future.

Respondents recognize that
technology will have a major
positive impact on driving
efficiency in risk management
and compliance — enabling Legal
to focus on higher value
activities. Yet only 56% of
respondents say their
department is investing today in
such technology.

81% of respondents believe
“The attorneys in our Legal
department have the right skills
and expertise to add strategic
value within our organization”.

Learn more about how the in-house Legal function is embracing change.
Download a copy of the global, “Legal Function Embracing Digital - Technology Study Fall 2018.”
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